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Collection Summary

Title
Melvin Jay Glatt Papers

Dates
1957-1993

Collection Number
MS-612

Repository
The Jacob Rader Marcus Center of the American Jewish Archives

Creator
Glatt, Melvin Jay

Extent
1.2 linear feet (3 Hollinger boxes)

Language of the Material
English

Administrative Information

Biographical Sketch
Rabbi, of Princeton, N.J.

Scope and Content
Papers consist of records of life cycle services performed by Rabbi Glatt as well as services and prayers written by him.

Arrangement
This collection is arranged in one (1) series: A. General.

Terms of Access
The collection is open for use; no restrictions apply.

Preferred Citation
Footnotes and bibliographic references should refer to the Melvin Jay Glatt Papers and the American Jewish Archives. A suggestion for at least the first citation is as follows:

[Description], [Date], Box #, Folder #. MS-612. Melvin Jay Glatt Papers. American Jewish Archives, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Provenance
Received from Carol Glatt, Cherry Hill, N.J., 1996.

Index Terms

Subjects
Jews -- New Jersey -- Princeton / Liturgies / Rabbis

Personal Names
Glatt, Melvin Jay

Series A. General, 1957-1993

Box and Folder Listing

Box 1. Folder 1. Life cycle services, 1957 June-1962 November
Box 1. Folder 2. Life cycle services, 1962 December-1964 October
Box 1. Folder 3. Life cycle services, 1964 November-1967 June
Box 1. Folder 4. Life cycle services, 1967 June-1971 May
Box 1. Folder 5. Life cycle services, 1971 May-1973 January
Box 2. Folder 1. Life cycle services, 1973 January-1975 June
Box 2. Folder 2. Life cycle services, 1975 August-1979 June
Box 2. Folder 3. Life cycle services, 1979 June-1981 November
Box 2. Folder 4. Life cycle services, 1981 November-1983 July
Box 3. Folder 1. Life cycle services, 1983 July-1986 July
Box 3. Folder 2. Life cycle services, 1986 July-1993
Box 3. Folder 3. Miscellaneous writings.